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OVERVIEW
Multiple vulnerabilities were found in the Optergy Proton / Enterprise Building Management System
(BMS). These findings include Open Redirect, Username Disclosure, Cross-Site Request Forgery,
Unrestricted File Upload, Backdoor Console, Internal Network Information Disclosure, SMS Sending
Service and Hard-coded Credentials.

AFFECTED PRODUCTS
Optergy Proton / Enterprise;
The following versions are affected:


2.3.0a and bellow

The vulnerabilities have been discovered and validated in Optergy Proton / Enterprise 2.3.0a. Older
versions are affected too.

IMPACT
An unauthenticated user can have full system access.

BACKGROUND
Optergy is a technology company dedicated to the business of managing buildings, facilities and
enterprises with tools to improve efficiency, performance and processes, whilst providing key
stakeholders with the information and reporting to make strategic decisions. Optergy Building
Management System (BMS), is software that allows users to monitor and control equipment within a
building.

VULNERABILITY DETAILS
Open Redirect
Input passed to the ‘url’ variable when calling the updating() function in ‘updating.jsp’ script is not properly
verified before being used to redirect users. This can be exploited to redirect a user to an arbitrary
website e.g. when a user clicks a specially crafted link to the affected script hosted on a trusted domain.
Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv3 score of 3.1 for this vulnerability. The CVSS vector string is
CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:R/S:U/C:N/I:L/A:N.
Cross-Site Request Forgery
The affected application allows users to perform certain actions via HTTP requests without performing
any validity checks to verify the requests. This can be exploited to perform certain actions with
administrative privileges if a logged-in user visits a malicious web site.

Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv3 score of 5.0 for this vulnerability. The CVSS vector string is
CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:R/S:U/C:L/I:L/A:L.
Unrestricted File Upload
The vulnerability exists due to the absence of file extension validation when uploading files through the
badge image upload script. A remote and unauthenticated attacker can upload files with arbitrary
extension into a directory within application’s web root and execute them with privileges of the web
server.
Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv3 score of 9.9 for this vulnerability. The CVSS vector string is
CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H.
Information Disclosure
The application suffers from username disclosure via its username reset functionality. An attacker can
enumerate and disclose all the valid users on the system. Furthermore, when calling the
http://TARGET/GetIPAddress.html page from remote location, the following internal information can be
divulged for the current system: Name, Internal IP Address, Netmask, Hostname, Gateway, DNS Server
and DNS Server 2.
Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv3 score of 5.3 for this vulnerability. The CVSS vector string is
CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:N/A:N.
Hard-coded Credentials and SMS Sending Service
The SMSCetralTest.class doesn’t have the PrivilegeName[] getRequiredPrivileges() function declared.
This allows unauthenticated users to access this resource directly. Attackers can use this to send
unauthorized SMS messages to any phone number depending of the stored credits to the hard-coded
credentials in the sendMessage() function.
Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv3 score of 7.3 for this vulnerability. The CVSS vector string is
CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:L/A:L.
Backdoor Console
The application suffers from an unauthenticated code execution with highest privileges. Attackers can
exploit this issue by directly navigating to an undocumented backdoor script called Console.jsp in the
tools directory and gain full system access.
Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv3 score of 10.0 for this vulnerability. The CVSS vector string is
CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H.

MITIGATION
Optergy is aware of the reported vulnerabilities and has addressed the issues with new firmware version.
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